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X-ray Diffraction Patterns of Thermally-reduced Graphenes
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Thermally-reduced graphenes (GPs) from graphene oxides (GOs) in the range of 200 - 800 ◦ C
have been investigated by using X-ray diffraction (XRD). The temperature-dependent evolutions of
the (002) peaks show that exfoliation of GO sheets occurs, along with wrinkling, at ∼200 ◦ C and
that high-quality GPs are produced at ∼600◦ C (GP600 ). These phenomena are explained by the
vaporization of intercalated water molecules and the effective removal of the oxide groups of GO
by thermal annealing, respectively. GP600 exhibited a clean and sharp (002) peak corresponding
to an interlayer distance of 3.392 Å, which is close to that of conventional graphene (∼3.4 Å). The
structure of GP600 is further discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In a two-dimensional carbon system of graphene (GP),
three electrons in sp2 hybridized orbitals form in-plane
C-C bonds consisting of a honeycomb structure while a
fourth electron spreads out over the top/bottom of the
layer as a π electron [1]. The π electrons are crucial in
determining interlayer interactions and/or distances in
multilayered GPs. The hybridized electrons confined in
GP are closely related to ballistic electron conduction
[2], mechanical strength [3], and intrinsic nanocurvature
[4]. However, based on four-electron hybridized systems,
the main properties of the obtained GP strongly depend
on the preparation methods because of the formation
of various types of atomic-level defects and impurities,
the microscopic folding, and the number of layers [58]. Representative examples are low-quality GPs produced from chemical [5] and thermal reduction [6,7] of
graphene oxide (GO), and high-quality GPs produced by
a “top-down” exfoliation of high-quality graphite [8]. In
particular, the thermal reduction process has great potential for use in cost-saving industrial mass production
processes. However, little is known about the properties
of thermally-reduced GPs, few fundamental data related
to these GPs, as compared to those of the other types
of GPs, exist. In this study, X-ray diffraction (XRD)
analysis of thermally-reduced GPs revealed a variety of
information on interlayer distances, the number of GP
layers, defects, and folding structures. We show that
GO powders are well reduced thermally at a relatively
low temperature of 600 ◦ C under a flow of laminar N2
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Digital camera images of a (a) 4%
GO solution and a (b) dried GO powder. (c) FE-SEM and
(d) FE-TEM images of dried GO powder.

gas. However, at temperature higher or lower than 600
◦
C it does not be reduced significantly.

II. EXPERIMENTAL
GO was prepared using a modified Hummers’ method
[9]. First, 5 g of natural graphite (99.995%, Alfa), 3.75 g
of NaNO3 (99%, Aldrich), and 310.5 g of H2 SO4 (96%)
were mixed in a 10-L pyrex reactor with a water cooling
system; this mixture was then stirred for 30 min. Next,
22.5 g of KMnO4 (99%, Aldrich) was carefully added to
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this mixture for 1 h. The resultant mixture was stirred
for 5 days at room temperature, after which 5 L of a
H2 SO4 aqueous solution (5%) was slowly added to it
over 1 h. After stirring for 2 h, 150 g of H2 O2 (30%,
Aldrich) was added to the mixture. Upon centrifugation, the GO slurry at the bottom was first washed with
a 3%-H2 SO4 /0.5%-H2 O2 solution and then with deionized water. The final GO was obtained as a slurry or a
colloidal solution (Fig. 1(a)), which was dried in a vacuum oven at 80 ◦ C for 24 h. Dried GO powders (Fig.
1(b): brown color) mounted on a crucible were introduced into a quartz furnace and then thermally treated
at 200, 400, 600, and 800 ◦ C for 1 h under a flow of
laminar N2 gas (99.999%).
The obtained products were denoted as GP200 , GP400 ,
GP600 , and GP800 , respectively. The heating rate and
the N2 flow rate were 5 ◦ C/min and 50 mL/min, respectively. The obtained GO and GP were characterized using field emission scanning electron microscopy
(FE-SEM: JEOL, JSM 6700F) and an FE transmission
electron microscopy (FE-TEM, JEOL, JEM-2000EX
(200keV)). Cs-corrected FE-TEM (JEOL/CEOS) for
measuring in-plane carbon lattices, and XRD spectrometry (RIGAKU, D/MAX-2500) with X-ray Cu Kα radiation at 1.54056 Å were used.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The surfaces of GO sheets have a soft-carpet-like morphology, which may be due to residual H2 O molecules
and hydroxyl/carboxyl groups attached to GO (Fig. 1(c):
FE-SEM image). Furthermore, individual GO sheets
can be stacked layer by layer (Fig. 1(d): FE-TEM image) because of the intrinsic AB-stacked structure [10].
However, all thermally-reduced GPs have a wrinkledpaper-like morphology (FE-SEM) with severely folded
lines (FE-TEM), as shown in Fig. 2. This difference in
morphology between the flat AB-stacked structure for
GO and the folded structures for reduced GP implies
that the thermal reduction process plays an important
role in this transformation. In the XRD pattern of GO
(Fig. 3), the strong and sharp peak at 2θ = 11.134◦ corresponds to an interlayer distance of 7.88 Å (d002 ) for
the AB-stacked GOs. Thermally-reduced GPs (GP200 ,
GP400 , GP600 , and GP800 ) show a broad (002) peak at 2θ
= 23 ∼ 26◦ . Upon using a Lorentzian function to fit each
(002) peak of GP200 , GP400 , GP600 , and GP800 , are estimated d002 to be 3.747, 3.605, 3.392, and 3.432 Å and the
full widths at half maximum (FWHM) to be 5.3, 4.1, 2.9,
and 3.9◦ , respectively. The drastic changes in d002 (7.88
→ 3.747 Å) and FWHM (1.3 → 5.3◦ ) from the values for
GO (002) to those for GP200 (002) at ∼200 ◦ C is due to
the exfoliation of GO sheets after rapid vaporization of
the intercalated water molecules [1,2]. In particular, the
temperature-dependent (002) peak of thermally-reduced
GPs displays two different zones of FWHM and d002

Fig. 2. FE-SEM (left) and FE-TEM (right) images of
GP200 , GP400 , GP600 , and GP800 .

change separated by a boundary at 600◦ C. The FWHM
becomes sharper during the transition GP200 → GP400
→ GP600 and then broader during the transition GP600
→ GP800 . The interlayer distance d002 becomes smaller
during the transition GP200 → GP400 → GP600 and then
larger during the transition GP600 → GP800 . The d002
of GP600 (3.392 Å) is the closest to that of conventional
GP (∼3.4 Å) [5]. These XRD results are closely related
to the exfoliation and reduction processes of GO and the
processes of removing intercalated water molecules and
the oxide groups of hydroxyl and carboxyl groups.
In general, water molecules and most of the -OH and
the -COOH groups are removed from GO at temperatures below ∼200 ◦ C and between 500 and 600 ◦ C,
respectively [11]. However, a few hydroxyl and epoxide groups are still found as residues at ∼500 - 600 ◦ C
and are removed gradually at temperatures between 600
and 1,000 ◦ C [6]. Although GP600 is considered to have
a few oxide groups based on the reported results, we
found thermal treatment at 600 ◦ C to be optimal for the
thermal reduction of GO under the present experimental
conditions. This may be explained by the degree of ther-
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Fig. 3. XRD patterns for the (002) peak of GO, GP200 ,
GP400 , GP600 , and GP800 .

mal energy. At 200 and 400 ◦ C, many oxide groups can
be found as residues because of an energy shortage for
bond cracking, yielding a large value of d002 as shown in
the XRD peaks. At 600 ◦ C, the main hydroxyl and carboxyl groups are maximally removed without in-plane CC bond cracking [11]. Therefore, the interlayer distance
of GP600 draws closer to that of graphite. At temperatures above 600 ◦ C, residual epoxide and hydroxyl groups
are gradually removed, along with partial in-plane C-C
bond cracking. Therefore, the FWHM of GP800 becomes
larger, and the interlayer distance diverges from that of
graphite (see Fig. 3).
The micro-folding and -wrinkling phenomena for reduced GPs observed in the FE-SEM and the FE-TEM
images also occur during the reduction of GO and may
be explained by a thermodynamic stabilizing process of
exfoliated GO sheets. In this process, GO sheets are
individually exfoliated at temperatures around 200 ◦ C
during the escape (or vaporization) of intercalated water
molecules, yielding drastic changes in the FWHM and
the d002 (Fig. 1). Since the exfoliated GO sheets are
thermodynamically unstable, they couple with one another to stabilize into thick layers. Internal and external
coupling are thought to yield micro-folding (or microwrinkling) and to increase the number of layers, respectively. At temperatures of 200 - 800 ◦ C, drastic changes
in the FWHM and the d002 are not seen. This means
that GP200 is not exfoliated any further with increasing
temperature, but is maximally annealed to remove oxide
groups.
Although GP600 has many folding and wrinkling areas as shown in the FE-SEM and FE-TEM images, they
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Fig. 4. (a) and (b) High-resolution FE-TEM images for
GP600 . Cs-corrected FE-TEM images for (c) edges, (d) the
flat surface between folding, and (e) IFFT image of this surface (e). Scale bars in (a), (b), (c), and (d) are 200 nm, 10
nm, 2 nm, and 2 nm, respectively.

have high-quality structures based on the XRD analysis. Furthermore, GP600 has a few layered structure
such as monolayers, double layers, and multilayers at
the edges (Fig. 4(c)). In particular, the flat area between
the micro-folding areas shows the in-plane lattice ordering of a two-dimensional carbon network, as shown in the
Cs-corrected high-resolution FE-TEM images (Fig. 4(d))
and the inverse Fourier transform (IFFT) image (Fig.
4(e)). It is important to note that the d002 of GP600
implies that the residual oxide groups do not exist in
the interlayers because the gap (a maximum of 0.21 Å)
between the d002 values for GP (3.392 Å) and graphite
(3.348 - 3.60 Å) is too small to contain the ∼1.25-Å epoxy
group or the ∼2.75-Å H2 O molecule [7]. Therefore, we
suppose that a few residual oxide groups may exist on
the surface or the edges of GP600 . The crystalline size (or
thickness) of the (002) facet was estimated using Scherrer’s equation [12] as 28.1 ± 0.6 Å (2θ = 26.252 ± 0.01
Å and FWHM = 2.9 ± 0.3◦ ), which corresponds to ∼8
layers (8.3 = thickness/d002 ).

IV. CONCLUSION
Thermal reduction processes of GO in the range of 200
- 800 ◦ C under a flow of laminar N2 gas have been investigated using XRD analyses. The drastic changes in
FWHM and d002 at 200 ◦ C is due to the escaping of intercalated water molecules from the GO, resulting in microfolding and micro-wrinkling of the reduced GPs. The
quality of the reduced GPs improves as the temperature
increases from 200 to 600 ◦ C due to the effective removal
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of the main hydroxyl and carboxyl groups. The resultant
GP600 shows the best FWHM and d002 properties under
these experimental conditions and has 8-layered structures with many folding areas, a few-layered edges, and
ordered in-plane carbon structures. These results will be
useful for the study of bottom-up layer-by-layer stacked
GPs and the industrial mass production of GP.
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